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ABSTRACT
Preparations for a boundary-layer transition experiment to be conducted on a future flight mission of the air-
launched Pegasus ® rocket are underway. The experiment requires a flight-test article called a glove to be attached
to the wing of the Mach-8 first-stage booster. A three-dimensional, nonlinear finite-element analysis has been
performed and significant small-scale laboratory testing has been accomplished to ensure the glove design
integrity and quality of the experiment. Reliance on both the analysis and experiment activities has been
instrumental in the success of the flight-article design. Results obtained from the structural analysis and laboratory
testing show that all glove components are well within the allowable thermal stress and deformation requirements
to satisfy the experiment objectives.
INTRODUCTION
The prediction of boundary-layer transition for three-dimensional flow is essential to the design and
development of hypersonic vehicles. Accurate transition assumptions must be made in the vehicle design because
of extreme differences in the aerodynamic heating between fully-turbulent and fully-laminar flow at hypersonic
speeds. If the conservative (but unrealistic) assumption of fully-turbulent flow is assumed throughout the mission,
the resulting design will be extremely inefficient. Conversely, fully-laminar flow cannot be assumed for the safe
design of the vehicle. Therefore, accurate assumptions concerning boundary-layer transition must be made for the
vehicle design to be both efficient and robust.
Preparations for a future flight experiment are currently underway to improve crossflow-transition prediction
methods for actual hypersonic flight conditions because wind-tunnel testing has not been historically feasible, e.g.
Bertilrud, et al. 1 Crucial to the success of the experiment is the ability to design, analyze, and fabricate a fully-
instrumented flight-test fixture that can provide a smooth, three-dimensional, structurally stable aerodynamic
surface; and to determine when and where boundary-layer transition occurs during the flight.
To achieve these objectives, a flight-test article called a glove has been designed, analyzed, manufactured, and
installed on the wing of the air-launched Pegasus ® (Orbital Sciences Corporation, Fairfax, Virginia) space booster.
A comprehensive structural test and analysis program has been successfully completed to validate the integrity of
the complex glove design. Complexity of the design stemmed from the use of nontraditional engineering materials,
geometrically complex components, transiently varying boundary conditions, and nontrivial manufacturing
processes. This paper presents the glove design and describes the test and analysis details that were essential in the
glove verification process.
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The glove was designed to provide valuable boundary-layer transition data during a typical Mach-8 flight of
the Pegasus ® space booster. This section describes the key requirements for the glove design.
Vehicle and Mission Requirements
The Pegasus ® is a multistaged, air-launched rocket designed to economically place small payloads into low
Earth orbit. Figure 1 shows the physical dimensions of the rocket and the location of the glove. Figure 2 shows a
photograph of the Pegasus ® space booster mounted under the wing of a B-52 cartier aircraft.
The booster follows a fixed trajectory that is predetermined for a particular payload requirement. For a typical
mission, the booster separates from the carrier aircraft at Mach 0.8 and an altitude of approximately 13,000 m and
descends for 5 sec. Then, the first stage ignites. After approximately 70 sec, the vehicle has accelerated to Mach 8
and an altitude of approximately 61,000 m. After first-stage burnout occurs, the glove experiment concludes as the
entire first stage is jettisoned and second-stage ignition occurs.
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Figure 1. Plan view of the Pegasus ® XL space booster with glove.
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Figure 2. Pegasus ®
EC89 309-3
space booster mounted under the wing of the B-52 aircraft.
Aerothermal Loads Analysis
A vehicle trajectory, similar to those previously described, e.g. Noffz, et al. 2 and Noffz, et al., 3 was used as
input to an aero/thermal analysis to determine aerodynamic heating loads applied to the glove during the flight. An
engineering aerodynamic heating code was used to calculate heat-transfer coefficients, heating rates, skin friction,
and surface-static pressures at discrete locations during the transient-heating profile. The program permitted the
useof differenttheoriesfor calculatingheatransferatvariousglovelocationsandflow conditions.Additional
detailsof theaerothermalnalysesperformedin theglovedesignhavepreviouslybeenprovided,e.g.Gong,etal.4
Severalcombinationsof gloveskin thicknessandmaterialswereusedin the analysisto begindefiningan
appropriategloveconfiguration.
Structural Design Requirements
Structural design requirements included a surface waviness criterion not to exceed 0.008 cm over a 5-cm
length throughout the flight envelope; a requirement to minimize any step discontinuities at the inboard edge of the
test surface, especially near the leading edge; and a requirement to have a thermally conductive thin skin. Such a
skin was needed so that thermocouples installed on the inside skin surface would sense heating-rate changes
caused by boundary-layer transition. Weight was a secondary design consideration, and the structure was not
optimized in this regard.
Preliminary studies showed that if the glove was rigidly constrained during heating, the test skin would buckle,
or the rigid attachments would yield, or both. Thermal expansion and contraction capability was therefore regarded
as an important feature in the glove design.
Aerodynamic Design Requirements
Aerodynamic requirements such as those previously described, e.g. Godil & Bertilrud, 5
the design but are beyond the scope of this paper.
were also important to
PRELIMINARY DESIGN AND THERMAL ANALYSIS
Figure 3 shows the design and verification process for the design of the hypersonic glove test article. After the
design requirements were defined, a preliminary design of the glove was initiated. Such a design required the
I Design requirements [
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Figure 3. Glove design process.
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selection of materials, definition of boundary constraints, sizing of skin thicknesses and fasteners, and laying out of
instrumentation and sensor wiring. The details of the initial glove design and preliminary results from the one- and
two-dimensional thermal analyses that supported these tasks have previously been documented, e.g. Gong, et al. 4
Thermal analyses of the preliminary glove design were performed to predict the glove transient-temperature
response during the mission. The applied heating rates from the aerodynamic heating analysis described previously
were coupled with the thermal response of the preliminary glove design. The transient-temperature distributions
were then evaluated to determine if any area of the glove exceeded maximum temperature limits. Those areas in
the glove design that exceeded these criteria were modified and reanalyzed until all the glove materials and
structures were below maximum operating temperature criteria.
GLOVE DESIGN
The iterative process between the preliminary design and thermal analyses resulted in a glove with a relatively
thick, metallic outer skin and a large leading-edge heat sink to accommodate the extreme leading-edge heatin_
during flight. The aerodynamic fairing that blends the metallic portion of the glove to the existing Pegasus
composite wing has previously been described, e.g. Gong, et al. 4
As previously mentioned, the ability to accommodate thermal growth and contraction during flight was an
important requirement for the glove. To achieve this capability, the leading edge was rigidly fixed at a single point
and the metallic skin was allowed to freely expand over a balsa wood support foundation during heating.
Figure 4(a) shows a top view of the glove. Figure 4(b) shows the inboard leading edge highlighted. The single
rigid attachment at the inboard leading edge and the expansion joints in the outboard direction are also shown. The
preliminary design constrained the movement of the glove leading edge in the direction normal to the Pegasus ®
wing leading edge. However, a series of slotted attachments allowed movement in the direction parallel to the
Pegasus ® wing leading edge. The rigid attachment of the glove leading edge forced all thermal growth of the glove
aft and parallel to the leading edge. This approach ensured glove dimensional stability at the leading edge where
boundary-layer transition is the most sensitive.
fig. 4(b)
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(a) Plan view of glove assembly.
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(b) Glove leading-edge fixes and sliding attachment.
Figure 4. Glove assembly.
The gloveouter skin consistsof a nickel-platedlow-carbonsteelsheetthat hasa plan view areaof
approximately1m2(fig.4(a)).Theupperandlowerskinsare0.23-and0.35-cmthick,respectively.Theseskins
areattachedto thewingat270independentlocationsby spring-loadedswivelstudsdesignedspecificallyfor this
flightprogram.Figure4(c)showsacross-sectionalviewof thegloveandanenlargementof atypicalswivel-stud
mechanism.Theswivelstuds,spaced6.4cmapart,arebondedto thesteelskinswithhigh-temperatureepoxy.To
reactagainstaerodynamicforces,thestudsarepreloadedto I11N throughthespringattachmentso thebalsa
substructure.Thebalsaglovestructureispreshapedandbondedtotheouterskinof thebasicPegasus®wing.This
attachmentmethodholdstheskinsecurelytothesurfacebutalsoallowstheskinto expandthermallywithonlya
smallresistancecausedbyslidingfriction.
Washer
Washer
steel
leading edge
(c) Glove internal assembly.
Figure 4. Concluded.
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SMALL-SCALE LABORATORY TESTING
The structural design of the glove incorporated unconventional construction methods and materials.
Consequently, extensive small-scale laboratory testing was performed to verify those areas in the glove that
possessed the greatest design uncertainty or areas that were impractical to model analytically. This section
describes the two main areas on the glove that were evaluated: the joint between the upper skin and leading-edge
mass (the upper joint), and the sliding attachment of the test skin to the wing. In all, more than 20 small-scale
laboratory tests were performed.
Solder-Joint Strength and Performance Tests
The requirements for the upper joint included smoothness of the aerodynamic test surface, predictable heat
transfer, and fail-safety design under potentially high thermal stresses. To satisfy these requirements, the upper
joint was redundantly designed with two fastening mechanisms. Solder was used to provide predictable heat
transfer and a means of smoothing the joint without causing thermal conduction discontinuities. Two rows of
3-mm screws spaced at 1.3 cm in each row were also added to the joint to provide redundancy and predictable
strength values for analysis of the primary structural load path.
Figure5 showsthe testarticleusedto developthemanufacturingtechniqueandgainconfidencein the
integrityof theupper-jointdesign.Thistestarticleconsistedof a25cm-longsectionof thefull-scaleleading-edge
massattachedby arepresentativejoint to a65-cm2sectionof theupperskin.Thistestarticlewasusedtodevelop
thesolderprocess,thejoint smoothingtechnique,andthenickel-platingprocess.A pass-failthermalstresstestwas
alsoconductedonthistestarticle.
Preliminaryjoint analysishadindicatedthatthethermalstressin thejoint wouldbeonlyslightlylesssevereon
the25-cmspecimenthanonthefull-scalearticle.A representativethermalgradientwasappliedto thistestarticle
todemonstratesurvivabilityof thejoint.Thistestproducedtemperaturesin thesolderedandboltedjoint similarto
thepredictedflightconditionandproducedasimilarthermalgradientacrossthejoint.Theleading-edgemasswas
heatedto 102°C, andthethinskinwasheatedto 193°C.Post-testinspectionusingvisualanddye-penetrant
techniquesindicatednodamagetothejoint.
Bolt-Shear Tests in the Upper-Skin Joint
The upper-joint design called for bolts to be shear-loaded in the threaded section, which is not standard
engineering practice, and therefore, no strength data were available from existing sources. Bolt-shear tests using
the actual joint materials (low-carbon steel and 793-MPa tensile-strength bolts) were conducted to determine shear
strength as well as to observe the yielding characteristics. The test results indicated large margins of safety
(40 percent) and significant yielding in the skin material prior to bolt failure. Bolt failure occurred from a
combination of shear and bending stresses. The bolt strength was adequate to satisfy thermal stress requirements.
Actual bolt loads will be significantly lower than those analytically predicted because of local yielding in the area
of the bolt that is not included in the analysis.
Swivel-Stud Strength Tests
Figure 6 summarizes four component tests that were done to demonstrate the strength of the various elements
of an individual swivel-stud attachment point. The testing of the swivel-stud-to-skin bond (fig. 6(a)) was used to
select and qualify an adhesive that would maintain strength at high temperatures. A 445-N load was selected as the
static-load criterion. The test results for the selected adhesive indicated a 95-percent probability of holding a 445-N
tensile load to a temperature greater than 271 °C using a normal statistical distribution.
Figure 5. Upper joint test article.
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(a) Swivel-stud bonding integrity test.
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(b) Balsa flange shear test.
Figure 6. Small-scale laboratory tests.
The weak link in the balsa attachment was the shearing of the balsa flange that supports the swivel-stud preload
springs. Figure 6(b) shows the configuration of the coupons used to test this area. The test results indicated good
strength for the typical balsa flange. In some local areas, the flange depth was reduced significantly and basswood
inserts were installed to increase the shear strength.
The balsa substructure of the glove is bonded to the Pegasus ® wing with a polysulfide adhesive. Testing done
for this joint, which includes a real wing upper-surface skin, indicated strengths well in excess of the balsa and
swivel-stud strength. The demonstrated high strength ratio of the Pegasus ® wing skin to foam core provides a fail-
safe feature. In the unlikely event of a local overload from the glove outer skin, the studs and balsa would fail before
the loads could be high enough to damage the basic wing structure.
STRUCTURAL ANALYSES
In addition to the laboratory tests, analyses were required in the design verification process to understand those
features that were nearly impossible to represent in the laboratory. The analyses were used to represent such design
features as geometrically complex glove shapes, such as Bezier curves and three-dimensionally varying contours;
nontrivial load conditions, such as nonuniform transient-temperature distributions; nonlinear boundary conditions,
such as expansion joints and surfaces with contact and sliding friction; and nontraditional engineering materials,
such as balsa wood, mechanical springs, and swivel-stud mechanisms. The analyses used a computationally
intensive nonlinear solution process to determine transient stress and buckling characteristics of the glove during the
experiment.
Finite-Element Model
Figure 7 shows various views of the glove model generated with MSC/NASTRAN (version 68), Lahey, et al.
(ed). 6 A three-dimensional finite-element model was constructed that consisted of 3777 hexahedron elements,
187 pentahedron elements, and 1194 nonlinear contact-friction elements. The model was meshed in such a way as
to match the location of each swivel-stud assembly in the balsa support system. The leading-edge heat sink is
modeled with solid elements to incorporate the large temperature drop through the thickness of the leading edge.
The fixed restraint is located inboard (fig. 7(c)).
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(a) Top view. (b) Isometric view.
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(c) Forward view.
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(d) Outboard view.
Figure 7. Finite-element model.
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Linear stress analysis assumes that displacements are linearly related to the forces applied to the structure.
However, this relationship does not apply at the sliding attachment boundary between the thin skin and the balsa
wood support. Nonlinear, contact-friction elements, formulated to represent the balsa wood stiffness; swivel-stud
assemblies; wavy springs; and the wood/skin interface were used to model this complex behavior. These elements
are inherently nonlinear because at each load increment in the solution sequence, the code determines if the contact
surface is stationary and resisted by static friction, if the contact surface has slipped and is resisted by kinetic
friction, or if the internal element forces have exceeded the preload and the surface has opened.
Temperature Distributions
Initially, the temperature distribution at a single time in the thermal analysis was input to a structures model to
predict the stress field and buckling characteristics of the glove. The temperature distribution at 69 sec (first-stage
burnout time) was initially chosen because it corresponded to the end of the heating profile when thermal stresses
are usually assumed to be the most extreme. A more rigorous analysis showed that multiple times in the
temperature-time history were necessary because the temperature gradients varied considerably throughout the
trajectory. Therefore, analyses were also performed for times at 45, 75, and 90 sec (second-stage ignition) into the
mission profile. Times of 45 and 75 sec correspond to the points at which the thermal gradient between the thick
leading edge and thin skin is the most extreme.
Boundary Conditions
The fixed boss located at the inboard area of the leading edge is the only place where the glove is rigidly
attached to the wing. All degrees of freedom at this location were therefore constrained in the analysis.
Displacements of the leading-edge slotted attachments were initially prevented in the direction normal to the
leading edge, but were allowed in the parallel direction to accommodate the thermal expansion in this direction.
However, after the stress analyses were performed at the three additional profile times, it was discovered that the
original attachment scheme produced stresses greater than the acceptable yield stress criteria.
Various attachment schemes were analytically studied to help identify an acceptable attachment technique.
Based on these studies, glove design modifications were made at the leading edge at the attachments and slotted
joints. The displacement in the direction normal to the leading edge was allowed everywhere at the leading edge
except the most inboard and most outboard leading-edge connections. Consequently, the constraints at the leading
edge were similar to a simply supported beam that is able to rotate at both ends. These changes allowed greater
thermal distortion at the leading edge, but were necessary to ensure the thermal stresses were less than the
allowable yield stress criteria.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Stresses and displacements were predicted at multiple points in the transient heating profile. This section
highlights some of the significant results from the structural analysis.
Stress Results
Table 1 summarizes the transient stress results and factors of safety of the most critical components to the
glove design. The maximum stresses induced during the trajectory are highlighted. These results were used to
determine the component safety factor. As table 1 shows, the maximum stress in each of the glove components
Table 1. Stress results.
Glove component
Time, sec
45 69 75 90 Allowable
Stress results, MPa stress
Factor
of
safety
Upper skin
Max. shear stress
Lower skin
Max. shear stress
Upper joint
Max. skin-shear stress
Lower joint
Max. skin-shear stress
Leading edge
Max. shear stress
Boss bearing stress
82 80 _ 55 241
113 _ 117 89 241
90 _ 82 62 241
134 129 97 241
104 112 118 241
48 49 63 _ 241
2.9
2.0
2.5
1.8
occursatdifferentimesduringthemission.Thisresultunderscorestheneedfortransientanalyses;conventional
analysestechniquesthatusesteady-state,linearassumptionsto simplifytheproblemcouldproduceerroneous
predictionsandnonconservatived signresults.
Figure8 showsoneof thecomponentstressresultsshownin table1.Theshearstressin theupperjoint is
mappedontheglovemodel.Theareaof highestshearoccursattheinboardendofthesolderedandboltedjoint.
Theanalysisdid notattempto accountfor additionalstrengthprovidedbythesolder.Despitethis,all critical
glovecomponentsarewellbelowtheallowablestresswithafactorof safetyofatleast1.5.
Figure8.Shearstressinupperjoint.
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Deformation Results
Figure 9 shows top views of the leading-edge distortion at 45, 69, 75, and 90 sec in the trajectory. This figure
also illustrates why a transient structural analysis was required. The 69-sec deflection, assumed as the worst-case
condition for the preliminary design, appears to be the most benign of the four times evaluated. The center
leading edge thermally distorts aft at 45 sec in the profile. At 69 sec, the stagnation heating at the leading edge
forces the leading-edge deflection through its initial starting point. At 75 sec, the gradient between the leading
edge and thin skin has reached a displacement nearly equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to the
displacement at 45 sec. At 90 sec, the displacement has bowed out to a maximum displacement of 0.03 cm.
Although the maximum center deflections vary from 0.02 cm in the aft direction to 0.03 cm in the forward
direction, these are well within the experiment deflection limits of 0.005 cm over a 5-cm in-plane length.
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(a) Leading-edge deflection at 45 sec.
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(b) Leading-edge deflection at 60 sec.
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(c) Leading-edge deflection at 75 sec. (d) Leading-edge deflection at 90 sec.
Figure 9. Leading-edge deflections at several profile times.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
A comprehensive structural test and analysis program has been successfully completed to validate the design
of a flight-test article for a Mach-8 boundary-layer experiment. The test article consisted of nontraditional
engineering materials and geometrically complex components, had transient boundary conditions, and was
constructed using unique manufacturing processes. Extensive small-scale laboratory testing was used to verify
those areas in the glove that possessed the greatest design uncertainty or were impractical to model analytically. A
three-dimensional nonlinear structural analysis was instrumental in accurately representing the complex glove
characteristics during the transient flight profile reaching Mach 8. Test and analysis activities were worked in
concert to help design and validate the glove test article required for the experiment. Results obtained from the
structural analysis and laboratory testing were presented. These results show that all glove components are well
within the allowable stress and deformation limits to satisfy experiment objectives.
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